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but I think we they're this is 
have to use this trying to a rebel¬ 

confusion. do? lion?/^ 
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Wh-What's 
going on here?/ 

Aren't the Exceed 
supposed be like 
angels or gods 

the humans 
here? 
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normal? 
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/ They plan 
to use the 

dragon slayer 
magic to 
move the 
floating 

\ island... 

...and 
crash 
it into 

Extalia. 
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What's going 
on?// It's like jp Qv 

Godzilla versus 'r^rijlpSii jp There 

Godzilla/How C^S(1) PJajjjjP— 3 are two 

will the world 
survive?/// vr 
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Well, 
sorry/ 
It's my 

first time 
in a castle 

too, all 
right?/ 
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Sugar Boy, 
they don't 

get to 
choose/ 
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What 
is with 
these 
mon¬ 

sters?/ 





J don't 
think this girl 
understands... 
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I'll 
crush 
it!! 
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We've got 
three dragon 
slayers on 

our side/ We 
don't need 

that key for 
anything// 
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EXTRA 



Lucy. No/ Tediousness is bad// 

Mira: And the first question/ 

They said that the only 
member of Eisenwald that 
wasn't arrested was Erigor. 
What happened to hfmP 

Lucy Oh, that. Actually there's a 
pretty sad story that goes 
along with that. 

Mira: It's true that Erigor was never 
captured/ and he was scheduled 
to appear in the Nirvana Arc. 

J: Well, it just didn't work out/ so 
his part had to be cut. It made 
the author cry. 

foreshadowing/ but... 

Lucy ...is how it turned out/ 
but when the anime director 
was told about it/ his 

eyes just IK up, 
so it's possible that when the 
episode comes to TV... 

J: Just possible...huhp 9 

Lucy Now/ on to the next question. 

When Erza 
goes on a Job, 
she always 

a huge load 
of luggage. 
What's in itP 

Mira: I want to say it's a huge load 
of her armor/ but Erza keeps 
her stock of extra armor 

in another dimension 
so that can't be it. 

Lucy So...her underwear/ maybeP 

Mira: Since it's Erza/ it'd have to 
be the dead bodies of the 
monsters she's vanquished... 

fmj Qon't be scary!! 

): Heh/ Shouldn't X be answering 
this question directlyp 

Lucy. Ah/ Erza/ it's been a while 
since you made an appearance 
in this corner/ 

Mira: All right/ then what's in your 
luggagep 

rnv. 
Lucy. 
Mira: 
Erza: Now/ shall we proceed to the 

next questionp 
Lucy Whoa/ She just took over/ 

Strong Elf man had a weak 
Edo/as counterpart. So by 
that logic, 
Strong 
Edo/as det 
and Droy 
mean that 
the regular 
world guys 
are weakP Bis 

Really weak. Erza: 

Lucy. Th-That's harsh... 

Mira: Anybody would be, compared 
to you/ Erza...rightP 

):(Ytou say that/ Mira-san/ but a 
long time ago, you were on par 
with Erza/ right... P) 

Erza: Now we read the final 
question. 

)•• Obviously.' 

Mira: And wait/ what is that 
anywayp 

Erza: It is one of Mashima-sensei's 
doodles. 

Lucy It's one of those rarely seen 
characters that appears once 
in a great while in the manga. 

Mira: Is it ediblep 

Lucy. What P/ No way it'd be edible/ 

Erza: That is unfortunate. 

Mira: It sure is/ It looks especially 
delicious if it were spiced and 

fried. 

Ho, K doesn't!(! 

Erza: Putting that argument aside/ 
that particular character 
makes an appearance in 
one frame of Volume 22. 
And it did not appear in the 
magazine version of the same 
scene. So it was added for 
the graphic novel volume 
especially. 

Lucy Added... But you said it was 
a doodle/ right P 

Mira: It must be rough on Mashima- 
sensei/ being so busy and all. 

Lucy Pon't go praising a guy for 
putting in a doodle/ 



TAIL 

The Fairy Tail Guild de Art is looking for illustrations/ Please 
send in your art on a post card or at post-card size, and 
do it in black pen, okay? Those chosen to be published will 
get a signed mini poster/ ^ Make sure you write your real 
name and address on the back of your illustration/ 
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Spot the Differences! 
This image looks like the title page for Chapter 185 on page 

123! But if you look very closely, you may spot differences... 

There are ten differences!! Can you find all of them? 



£(Jfel?C/©n<iI 

(Left-handed) 

I’m presently writing this afterword on June 29, 2010, one 

day before my scheduled trip to France. To put the time in 

perspective, tonight is the World Cup game between Japan 

and Paraguay, and after I watch that, I’m going to pack for 

my trip. Then, at 6 A.M. tomorrow, I take off. If you want 

to know why I’m going to France, there’s an event held ev¬ 

ery year called the Japan Expo, and this year, I’m an invited 

guest! They’re having a signing there! After going to Taiwan 

and America, this time it’s on to France. Fairy Tail has gone 

worldwide! Actually I’m very grateful to France for awarding 

Fairy Tail two manga awards. It seems to be a country with 

quite a lot of fans. What with one thing and another, on the 

day before I was going off to France, I thought of having a 

signing here in Japan. Or to be more accurate, I really felt a 

desire to meet my Japanese fans. All the Japanese readers are 

always doing their best to cheer me on, and I want to express 

my thanks. That’s true of all the other countries too. There 

are a lot of people in many countries around the world who I 

want to meet, and that includes everyone in Japan too. 

So, next time in this space, my France Trip Diary...maybe? 
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